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DEEP AQUARIST TRAVELS TO CURACAO FOR CORAL RESTORATION PROJECT 
 
A representative from The Deep in Hull is travelling out to Curacao in the South Caribbean to 

participate in an ongoing coral restoration project, which will help to safeguard their futures.  

 

Tropical coral reefs are the most diverse marine ecosystems on earth with many dependents 

including fisheries, tourism and coastal areas for which healthy coral reefs provide protection. A 

representative from The Deep will be meeting up with other leading coral scientists and 

conservation organisations from around the world at the 2014 SECORE (SExual COral 

REproduction) workshop. 

 

The SECORE project is a collaboration between many research and aquarium institutions with 

the aim of protecting and restoring coral reefs around the world.  

 

The Deep has been involved since 2006, participating in fieldwork in Puerto Rico (2006), Belize 

(2012) and Guam (2013) and now Curacao in 2014 of which they will be the only organisation 

from the UK.  

 

One of the main focusses of this year’s workshop will be to help the endangered Elkhorn coral to 

survive. This will be done through night dives to collect coral spawn, research stations will then 

fertalise egg bundles and settle the coral larvae which then grow on to become colonies.  

 

As a key partner, The Deep acted as the receiving institution for coral spawn that we then 

distributed to fellow members of SECORE across the UK and Europe. They were able to help 

develop and perfect techniques for rearing coral spawn in an aquarium environment, which can 

then be applied in the wild to restore and protect coral reefs threatened by global temperature 

change, human impact and pollution.  

 

Seb Prajsnar, Coral Expert from The Deep said: “Projects such as SECORE are important as 

working together we are able to further enhance our collective knowledge and improve coral 

reproduction techniques. We can then work together to develop new strategies for restoration 

and protection of endangered corals. 

 

“This 12 day trip will further help to expand our knowledge and learn new techniques which will 

help us going forward.”  



 

The Deep’s contribution is invaluable with our very own live coral display (located in the Lagoon 

of Light) on which they have been able to use some of the reproduction techniques to enhance 

our own live coral displays. This has also allowed us to share knowledge and experience with 

other organisations making a valuable contribution to future coral sustainability.   

 

-ends- 

 

For more information please contact: Becky Leach, Marketing Manager at The Deep – 01482 

381092 or email becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk 
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